Abstract: Network performance diagnostics is an important topic that has been studied since the Internet was invented. However, it remains a challenging task, while the network evolves and becomes more and more complicated over time. One of the main challenges is that all network components (e.g., senders, receivers, and relay nodes) make decision based only on local information and they are all likely to be performance bottlenecks. Although Software Defined Networking (SDN) proposes to embrace a centralize network intelligence for a better control, the cost to collect complete network states in packet level is not affordable in terms of collection latency, bandwidth, and processing power. With the emergence of the new types of networks (e.g., Internet of Everything, Mission-Critical Control, data-intensive mobile apps, etc.), the network demands are getting more diverse. It is critical to provide finer granularity and real-time diagnostics to serve various demands. In this paper, we present EVA, a network performance analysis tool that guides developers and network operators to fix problems in a timely manner. EVA passively collects packet traces near the server (hypervisor, NIC, or top-of-rack switch), and pinpoints the location of the performance bottleneck (sender, network, or receiver). EVA works without detailed knowledge of application or network stack and is therefore easy to deploy. We use three types of real-world network datasets and perform trace-driven experiments to demonstrate EVA's accuracy and generality. We also present the problems observed in these datasets by applying EVA.
Introduction
With increasing network capacity and machine processing power, network applications should have higher throughput and lower latency. However, these applications still sometimes experience performance degradation. Performance problems can be caused by any of a number of factors. Examples include client sends zero window due to the inability to buffer more data, application cannot generate enough data to fill the network, network congestion, bufferbloat [1] , limited bandwidth of bottleneck link, etc. Troubleshooting these problems is challenging, mainly because the server, network, and client make decision based on the local information they observe, and all of them are likely to be performance bottlenecks. Specifically, for clients, delayed acknowledgments may introduce unexpected latency, especially for interactive applications; limited receive buffer can significantly reduce throughput. For networks, congestion and bufferbloat may occur at any link along the path. For servers, things become even more complicated. For example, application developers may ignore Nagle's algorithm [2] and forget to turn on TCP_NODELAY option. As a result, a temporary form of deadlock may occur due to the interaction between the Nagle's algorithm and delayed acknowledgments. However, even with perfect interaction between application and network stack, TCP's congestion control may still fail to fully utilize network bandwidth [1, 3] . More importantly, to validate EVA's performance. Section 6 shows the results of applying it to the datasets. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Related Work
We discuss the existing work related to network performance measurement in the following categories: Packet level analysis. Several tools analyze packet traces to find performance bottlenecks. T-RAT [7] analyzes packet traces collected at core routers and outputs diagnostic results similar to EVA. However, T-RAT does not consider congestion control variations and therefore lacks generality. Our work can be seen as an extension of T-RAT in modern network environments. Everflow [8] collects packet-level information in large datacenter networks for scalable and flexible access. However, it relies on "match and mirror" functionality of commodity switches, and our solution does not. Other tools measure wireless network performance [9] [10] [11] [12] . Benko et al. [9] passively monitored GPRS network performance by analyzing TCP packets at the ingress/egress router interface. Sundaresan S. [10] monitored home wireless network performance in the home wireless access point. Botta et al. [11] , Ricciato [12] measured the performance of mobile networks, but the goals are different. Botta et al. [11] focused on heavy-users in 3G networks and Ricciato [12] monitored network traffic to optimize the 3G networks.
Instrumenting the network stack. Monitoring the network stack is more lightweight comparing to our packet-level approach. In particular, TCP states and application behaviors can be observed at very low cost. SNAP [13] pinpoints performance problems similarly to EVA. However, it leverages TCP statistics (number of bytes in the send buffer, total number of fast retransmissions, etc.) and socket-level logs (the time and number of bytes whenever the socket makes a read/write call) in network stack. Similarly, NetPoirot [4] collects TCP statistics at each machine's hypervisor or within individual VMs to identify root causes of failures. Comparing to EVA, these tools are too intrusive since they must run inside the server.
Measurement in switches. Some tools uses flow-level information (NetFlow [14] and sFlow [15] ) collected on switches to provide support for different measurement tasks. However, flow-level information cannot provide good fidelity comparing to our fine-grain packet monitoring. As an alternative, many sketch-based streaming algorithms have been proposed [16] [17] [18] [19] . However, these algorithms are tightly coupled to the intended metric of interest, forcing vendors to invest time and effort in building specialized hardware. In contrast, our solution is software-only and thus more generic. In addition, compared to our end-hosts approach, monitoring in switches provides more visibility but limited support for measurement (i.e., programmability and processing power). Therefore, various query languages [20] [21] [22] and switch hardware [22] have been proposed. As an alternative, SwitchPointer [23] combines the advantages of both, i.e., resources and programmability of end-hosts and network visibility of switches. EVA does not use network visibility of switches; instead, it abstracts any arbitrarily complex path into a single link with the same propagation delay and bottleneck rate.
Measurement in mobile devices. To monitor mobile network performance, an promising approach is to use smartphone apps [24] [25] [26] [27] . These tools focus on wireless network (3G/4G, WiFi) and mobile devices performance. 4GTest [25] is a network performance measurement app with distributed server support globally. It actively measures the network RTT and throughput. There are two main differences between 4GTest and EVA. First, EVA runs near the server, and it pays more attention to the server side performance. Second, EVA measures network conditions passively, while 4GTest takes a active approach.
Other performance measurement solutions. Several works analyze network performance in different ways. Nguyen et al. [28] measured TCP end-to-end performance in a simulated mobile network. They focused on the interactions between the mobile network architecture and TCP. MagNets [29, 30] is a novel wireless access network testbed where traffic is created by real users with real applications. The testbed is able to evaluate the impacts of wireless network setup (link characteristics, topology, etc.) on network performance. These solutions do not analyze packets as EVA does, but measure network performance directly in experimental environments.
Measurement Methodology
EVA leverages network path properties and common principles underlying various TCP flavors. In particular, it passively measures RTprop and BtlBw for each TCP flow, groups packets into flights, and identifies performance bottlenecks of each flight. Before describing how EVA works in detail, we first specify the requirements that motivate its design. These include the range of performance problems it needs to identify as well as the environment in which we want to use it.
The performance of a TCP flow is determined by several factors. We characterize the possible limiting factors as follows:
• Slow start limited. TCP flow is slow starting, thus unable to make full use of network resources. Some flows may never leave slow start (i.e., short-lived connection), while others may enter slow start stage multiple times (e.g., after timeout retransmission).
• Application limited. The sender application does not generate enough data to fill the network. This situation will appear in a variety of scenarios, e.g., a ssh server can send a single short packet in one flight. It is worth noting that an idle connection should also be treated as application limited. In addition to the above functionality, we have the following requirements for EVA. First, to maximize the scope of application, it must be compatible with different congestion controls, that is, it cannot rely on specific congestion control behaviors. Second, to deal with large (even infinite) network traffic, it must run continuously with limited CPU and memory resources, thus it must analysis in a streaming fashion. Finally, to deal with long-lived TCP connections, SYN and SYN-ACK are not necessary, which means it can start from the middle of a flow.
To meet the above requirements, we divide EVA into three components:
• The RTprop estimator continuously estimates RTprop for a TCP flow.
•
The BtlBw estimator continuously estimates BtlBw for a TCP flow.
• Performance analysis first groups packets into flights, and then analyzes performance problems for each flight.
In addition, since EVA is deployed near the server side (hypervisor, NIC, or top-of-rack switch), it can not only see bidirectional packet traces, but also measure end-to-end metrics from the end-host perspective. We utilize the two properties to simplify implementation of EVA. Next, we detail the implementation of the three key components.
BtlBw Estimator
For any network path at any time, there must be exactly one bottleneck router/switch, whose available bandwidth is the physical upper bound of data delivery rate of TCP flows that traverse the path. We define this available bandwidth as BtlBw, i.e., bottleneck bandwidth. BtlBw can be measured in network stack [3] , however, we have to adopt a packet-based approach that is similar but somehow more challenging, since the application behavior and the congestion control status are invisible to us.
To estimate BtlBw, we continuously measure the rate that data are delivered to receiver. Note that delivery rate is different from send rate: the former is bound by BtlBw but the latter is not. When an ACK arrives back to the sender, it conveys two pieces of information: the amount of data delivered and the time elapsed since the corresponding data packet departed. The ratio of the two is the delivery rate. After obtaining a stream of delivery rate samples, we use a windowed maximum filter to estimate BtlBw, which is similar to [3] , but our window is flight-based rather than time-based. We explain how to separate packets into flights in detail in later subsections. On the arrival of each ACK that belongs to nth flight f (n), we define:
where W f is the window length of the filter, which is set to ten flights in the current implementation. However, not all ACK can be used to update BtlBw. Specifically, when TCP flow is sender or receiver limited, delivery rate samples will be obviously lower than BtlBw. To avoid underestimation of BtlBw, EVA pauses updates to BtlBw in such situations. Now, we can see the dynamics of BtlBw estimator. Initially, the window is empty. After several flights of data transfer, the window is filled up, so we have an initial estimate of the BtlBw. If the BtlBw increases, we would see immediately that the delivery rate goes up. If the BtlBw decreases, it would take several flights to correct the BtlBw estimate.
Several refinements and extensions have been made so that we can estimate BtlBw more accurately and more efficiently using only packet traces. First, since it is physically impossible for data to be delivered faster than they are sent in a sustained fashion, when the estimator notices that the delivery rate for a flight is faster than the send rate for the flight, it filters out the implausible delivery rate by capping the rate sample to be no higher than the send rate. Second, if a packet retransmission just filled the "hole" in the TCP byte stream, implausible delivery rate can still be observed even filtered by send rate. This problem stems from TCP's cumulative ack mechanism, which can be solved by TCP SACK option that selectively acknowledges data blocks after the "hole", so that we can know the actual bytes acked. Finally, we implemented Kathleen Nichols' algorithm for tracking the estimate of a stream of delivery rate samples.
RTprop Estimator
For any network path at any time, there must exist a RTprop (round-trip propagation delay), which is the physical lower bound of RTT (the time interval from sending a data packet until it is acknowledged) of the path. We estimate RTprop based on a stream of RTT samples. Remember that EVA collects packets near the server, so it can measure RTT from the end-host perspective. In the following, we first describe the measurement of RTT, then show how to infer RTprop from the RTT samples.
RTT is measured by network stack to determine RTO (retransmission timeout). However, EVA measures RTT for two other purposes: (1) to estimate RTprop; and (2) to estimate the queuing delay. Both are major sources of RTT. For the most part, the same considerations and mechanisms that apply to RTT estimation for the purposes of retransmission timeout calculations [31] apply to EVA RTT samples. Namely, EVA does not use RTT samples based on the transmission time of retransmitted packets, since these are ambiguous, and thus unreliable. In addition, EVA calculates RTT samples using both cumulative and selective acknowledgments. The only divergence from RTT estimation for RTO is in the case where a given acknowledgment ACKs more than one data packet. To be conservative and schedule long timeouts to avoid spurious retransmissions, the maximum among such potential RTT samples is typically used for computing retransmission timeouts; i.e., SRTT is typically calculated using the data packet with the earliest transmission time. By contrast, to gain more accurate estimation of RTprop, EVA uses the minimum among such potential RTT samples; i.e., EVA calculates the RTT using the data packet with the latest transmission time.
After obtaining a stream of RTT samples, we use a windowed minimal filter to estimate RTprop, which is similar to [3] . On the arrival of each ACK at time T, we define:
where W t is the window length of the filter, which is set to 10 s in the current implementation. Instead of saving thousands of RTT samples for each flow, EVA uses a lightweight approximation, as described in Algorithm 1. If no lower RTT is observed within 10 s, EVA will take the latest RTT as an estimate of RTprop. 
Performance Analysis
Based on the metrics inferred in above subsections, EVA analyzes the performance problems of TCP flows. Since the network conditions and state of sender and receiver can change over time, an analysis granularity is needed to track these changes. Existing work [7] adopts two kinds of approaches: fixed number of packets (e.g., 256 packets) or fixed time interval (e.g., 15 s). However, today's network conditions have changed dramatically from a dozen years ago: NICs evolved from Mbps to Gbps and network latency can vary from less than one millisecond to hundreds of milliseconds. As a result, fixed granularity cannot adapt to such variations any more. Instead, EVA diagnoses performance problems per acknowledgment flight, as shown in Figure 1 . In the following, we first show our method of grouping packets into flights, and then analyze performance bottlenecks for each flight. The latter is summarized in Table 1 .
Server Client Since flight size is used to diagnose several TCP limiting factors, it must be measured continuously. Algorithm 2 shows EVA's approach: It keeps track of data sequence from server and acknowledgment sequence from client, and then finds the boundary of each flight. The algorithm not only groups data sent, but also acknowledgments received. Slow start limited. During slow start, the sender explores the bottleneck capacity exponentially, doubling the sending rate each round trip. To recognize this pattern, we test whether consecutive flight size fits the exponential relationship. If it is satisfied, this flight is considered slow start limited, otherwise the flow is considered to have left slow start. For a TCP flow that starts from the middle, we assume that its first flight is in a slow start stage, and, if not, it will quit on the next flight (exponential relationship is not satisfied).
Receive window limited. A TCP flow is considered receive window limited if the window clamps a flight size. Specifically, for each flight f , we calculate:
If space ≤ 3 · MSS, the flight is considered receive window limited. For a TCP flow that has just started from the middle, we may get the wrong result since window scale option has not converged yet. It is worth noting that the delivery rate collected by this flight will not be used to update BtlBw Congestion limited. We use the following three conditions to determine congestion limited:
• Packet retransmissions are seen in current flight.
•
At least one RTT sample is larger than 1.5 · RT prop.
The flight is not slow start limited or receive window limited.
Send buffer limited. The send buffer in network stack can clamp the flight size if it is too small. A flight is considered send buffer limited if all three of the following conditions are met:
The flight size F > MSS and remains unchanged for at least three flights.
The flight is not limited by slow start, receive window or network congestion.
The first condition ensures that the network is unsaturated (i.e., flight size is less than network BDP). The second condition ensures that the flight size is fixed by send buffer. The flight size is required to be at least one MSS, since a send buffer less than one MSS is impractical in real world.
Application limited. Interactive applications (SSH, HTTP, etc.) might not generate data fast enough to fill the network. A flight is considered application limited if the following conditions are met:
The flight size F < 0.8 · BtlBw · RT prop.
The flight contains at least one less-MSS-sized packet.
The flight is not slow start limited, receive window limited, congestion limited or send buffer limited.
It is worth noting that we cannot just make a conclusion based on the second condition, since a fixed small send buffer may also introduce less-MSS-sized packets.
Congestion control limited. A flight is deemed congestion control limited if the size F < 0.8 · BtlBw · RT prop, and is not limited by above factors.
Bandwidth limited. A flight is considered bandwidth limited if more than half of the delivery rate samples in the flight are large than 0.8 · BtlBw.
Bufferbloat limited. The flight is determined to be bufferbloat limited if all the RTT samples are larger than 2.5 · RT prop. Note that bufferbloat is independent of all the limitations above since it focuses on delay rather than throughput. 
Datasets
We used packet traces from three sources in our study. The first packet trace was collected on a CDN server of UCloud [32] that delivered files to end users. Most contents the server delivered were small images and videos. Besides, the server ran Nginx [33] and Linux OS with an optimized congestion control algorithm and we did not know its details. The second packet trace was collected on a user-facing reverse proxy (Nginx) of a campus website. The site provided static page access and file download. Besides, the server ran Linux OS with Cubic congestion control. The last packet trace was collected on a P2P server (Transmission [34] ) of campus network, which shared video contents among students. Note that the server shared only a few videos and the video size varied from 5 GB to 10 GB. The server ran Linux OS and BBR congestion control. All of the packet traces were collected directly on server side NIC using tcpdump (i.e., the CDN trace was directly collected on the CDN server NIC, etc.). We disabled TSO [35] support of NIC before collecting. Note that our tool supports online analysis, but in order to facilitate the reproducibility and the verifiability of the analysis results, we choose to first collect the data package online, and then do offline analysis.
The statistics of the traces are summarized in Table 2 . We also show the distributions of flow duration, size, and rate of each trace. Flow duration is the time between the first packet and the last one. Flow size is the number of bytes transmitted in the payload, including retransmissions. Flow rate is just size divided by duration. In addition, we report the packet size (header excluded) statistics to further understand the characteristics of the traces. Note that we only count packets with payload. The flow size distribution plotted by Figure 2 shows that more than 60% of the flows transmit less than 10 KB data and more than 95% of the flows transmit less than 1 MB data. In other words, most flows are small. Figure 3 reports similar statistics: more than 80% of the flows live shorter than 30 s and more than 94% of the flows live shorter than 100 s. Flow rate distribution shown in Figure 4 is also similar: more than 60% of the flows are slower than 30 KB/s and more than 95% of the flows are slower than 1 MB/s. Although most flows are slow, a few have rather high transmission rates. As for packet size distribution shown in Figure 5 , it is not surprising that most data packets are MSS-sized. 
Validation
In this section, we first evaluate EVA's capacity on commodity machines, then validate our test environments, and finally evaluate whether EVA can pinpoint the performance problems at the right place and time.
Capacity
We used servers with Xeon 12-core, 2.4 GHz CPU, 64 GB memory and 10 Gbps Ethernet NIC. EVA captured packets from the NIC, grouped packets into flows, and stored these flows in a hash tables by a 4-tuple hash function. Note that packets were captured and analyzed in separate threads.
Since libpcap [36] does not support multithreaded capture, i.e., not scalable with the number of CPU cores, we used PF_RING [6] , which is an extension of libpcap with ring buffers in the kernel to accommodate captured packets. More importantly, PF_RING supports multithreaded capture if the NIC enables RSS [37] . We evaluated EVA's capturing and analysis part separately in single thread mode. The former achieved 700 Kpps without packet loss, and the latter achieved at least 600 Kpps. To evaluate EVA's scalability, we tested its processing speed with different number of CPU cores. Specifically, we ran EVA with different number of threads, one thread per core, and then used Tcpreplay [38] to replay packet traces shown in Section 4 at increasing speed until packet loss occurred. Figure 6 shows that EVA scaled sublinearly with the number of CPU cores. As a result, with six capturing threads and six analysis threads, one server can process 2.26 Mpps with 12 cores. While CPU limits the pps, memory limits the number of concurrent connections EVA can process. Note that they are independent metrics of EVA's capacity. Since EVA buffers in flight packet headers for each flow, we must estimate the number of in flight packet per flow. On Linux, the default maximum send buffer is 4 MB and default MSS is 1460 ( Figure 5 shows that most data packets are MSS-sized), thus about 4 MB/1460 B = 2873 packet headers per flow need to be stored in memory. For each flow, we need 408 B to store analysis status and 48 B per packet header. In total, we need 408 B + 2873 × 48 B = 135 KB per flow. Thus, each server can process around 64 GB/135 KB = 500 K concurrent connections. Table 2 shows that the number of maximum concurrent flows is no more than 1.5 K, which is far below EVA's capacity.
Dummynet Validation
We validated EVA's components on controlled testbed, which consisted of one machine running FreeBSD 11.1 and two machines running Ubuntu 18.04. The FreeBSD acted as router as well as bottleneck link, the other two machines send and received data across the bottleneck link. We used dummynet [39] in FreeBSD to emulate network path of particular BtlBw, RTprop and packet loss rate.
Before using the testbed, we verified the accuracy of dummynet with various configurations. We first set the bandwidth and delay by dummynet, then used iPerf [40] to measure the actual bandwidth. For each configuration, we measured 10 times and then averaged. Figure 7 reports the accuracy of dummynet bandwidth configuration. With the increase of bandwidth and delay, dummynet's accuracy became lower. In other words, we cannot pick too high bandwidth and delay when testing EVA. We also measured the delay for each configuration and found that the error was always below 1 ms, which was acceptable. 
Performance Limit Validation
We validated EVA's analysis results by systematically generating TCP flows with predetermined limiting factors. We built environments of different limiting factors, generated TCP flow by simple server and client programs, captured packet traces on server NIC, analyzed them by EVA, and compared the results with our expectations. Unless otherwise noted, the bandwidth and delay were 40 Mbps and 30 ms, respectively. For each set of experiments, we set up Cubic and BBR on server to evaluate the effect of different congestion controls on EVA. In most cases, EVA correctly identified the performance problems of a flow. However, when carefully observing each flight within a flow, we found a few erroneous diagnoses, but still acceptable. In the following, we show a series of experiments as well as the validation results.
Slow start limited. In slow start limited tests, we set up a FTP server providing files ranged from 10 KiB to 1000 KiB, incremented by 10 KiB. For all connections, EVA successfully identified the first few flights as slow start limited. For Cubic server, the first fie flights (about 310 KiB) were deemed slow start limited. For BBR server, the first six flights (about 630 KiB) were deemed slow start limited. We carefully examined the time series diagrams of these traces and successfully verified the above results. The slow starting of BBR is one flight longer than that of Cubic, because the former takes a more aggressive slow start strategy.
Receive window limited. In these tests, we transferred a 10MB file with different configurations of client. We did two sets of experiments: fixing receive buffer size by Linux SO_RCVBUF socket option and fixing retrieve speed of the client application. In the first set of experiments, the receive buffer ranged from 0.1 · BDP to 2 · BDP (BDP = BtlBw · RT prop = 4883 KiB), incremented by 0.1 · BDP. For both Cubic and BBR server, connections of receive buffer size smaller than 1.5 · BDP were deemed receive window limited, and the rests were deemed bandwidth limited. We expected this critical point to be 1.0 · BDP instead of 1.5 · BDP. In fact, EVA already detected the right BtlBw since 1.0 · BDP, however, diagnostic of receiver took precedence over network.
In the second set of experiments, client application retrieve speed varied from 0.1 · BtlBw to 1.0 · BtlBw, incremented by 0.1 · BtlBw. We also increased the file size to 100 MiB to ensure the receive buffer being filled. EVA successfully identified all connections as receive window limited except the 1.0 · BtlBw one. Since TCP dynamically adjusted the size of receive buffer, EVA also detected several bandwidth limited flights right after slow start.
Congestion limited. In congestion limited tests, we injected 10 Mbps UDP traffic into network for a period of time while transferring files. For all connections, EVA successfully identified all flights during the period as congestion limited. We also observed congestion control limited flights right after congestion limited flights, and Cubic had more such flights than BBR. This is because both BBR and Cubic probed the available bandwidth after network congestion, and BBR was faster.
Send buffer limited. In these tests, we transferred 10 MB files with different send buffer sizes of the server (use SO_SNDBUF socket option), which ranged from 0.1 · BDP to 2 · BDP, incremented by 0.1 · BDP. Connections of send buffer size less than 1.0 · BDP were successfully deemed send buffer limited. However, EVA also reported some application limited flights of these connections, especially when the buffer was small. We carefully inspected the packet traces and found less-MSS-sized packets in these flights, and these packets caused incorrect diagnoses of EVA.
Application limited. Similar to the previous tests, 10 MB files were transferred from server to client. The server randomly wrote 1 to 10 MSS bytes to network stack for randomly 1 to 100 ms, with TCP_NODELAY and tcp_autocorking options turned on or off. EVA identified all connections as application limited. However, for BBR server, when TCP_NODELAY is off and tcp_autocorking is on, EVA reported some congestion control limited flights, since the network stack tried to coalesce small writes as much as possible, decreasing the number of less-MSS-sized packets.
Congestion control limited. Congestion control limited was tested by transferring 10 MB files, with packet loss rate induced by dummynet, ranged from 1% to 10%, incremented by 1%. EVA reported totally different results of Cubic and BBR: Cubic connections were deemed congestion control limited, while BBR connections were deemed bandwidth limited. This is not hard to explain: Cubic interpreted loss as a signal of congestion, but BBR did not. There is a point to make about the experiments. For Cubic connections, EVA was unable to observe real BtlBw due to extremely low throughput. Nonetheless, EVA still correctly identified these connections as congestion control limited.
Bandwidth limited. To validate bandwidth limited, we transferred 10 MB files with on other competing flows in the network. Send and receive buffers were auto adjusted by network stack, and packet loss rate were set to zero by dummynet. EVA not only identified all connections as bandwidth limited, but also reported the right BtlBw and RTprop.
Bufferbloat limited. Bufferbloat limited was tested by transferring 100 MB files. The bottleneck buffer was set to 1 MB by dummynet, which was large enough to introduce high delay. Again, EVA reported totally different results of Cubic and BBR: Cubic connections were deemed bufferbloat limited, while BBR connections were not. To explain this, the principles of Cubic and BBR must be understood. Cubic is loss-based thus keeps the bottleneck buffer full, while BBR explicitly controls the queue size in bottleneck link.
More than one limiting factors. After validating the limiting factors one by one, we further evaluated EVA's performance by simultaneously generating flows with different performance problems. Since network resources were shared, flows that monopolize the resources can greatly affect the transmission of the others. More specifically, if the network path is already saturated, host limited (application limited, receive window limited, etc.) flows may suffer network congestion or bufferbloat unexpectedly. To avoid this ambiguity, we only validated host limited flows. In particular, we set up four long-lived flows, each limited by application, send buffer, receive window and congestion control. At the same time, we repeatedly generated short-lived flows (transfer 100 KB files) to validate slow start limited. In other words, at any given time, there were five flows in the network.
The test lasted for one minute and 5708 flights were collected. Based on the diagnosis of each flight, Table 3 reports EVA's accuracy for each host limiting factor. We can see that EVA achieved 0.80 in recall of slow start limited, which was lower than other limiting factors. We carefully inspected the slow start limited packet traces and found that the last flights did not satisfy the exponential relationship due to insufficient data. 
Observations
We apply EVA to the three packet traces and show the result in Figures 8-10 . Figure 8 shows the percentage of flows for each limiting factor. Remember that a flow may suffer several performance problems during its lifetime, especially long-lived TCP connections. For example, for a file transferring flow, it saturates the bottleneck link after slow start, and finally ends up with network congestion. For simplicity, we use the most frequent limiting factors among all the flights to represent the dominating bottleneck of a flow. Since it is easy to obtain the size and duration of each flight of each flow, we also show the percentages of bytes and duration for each limiting factor in Flow statistics for each limiting factor. The flow size distribution is reported by Figure 11 . Overall, bandwidth limited flows have the largest average size, followed by congestion limited, while application limited flows have the smallest average size, followed by slow start limited. The results are easy to understand: flows that transfer bulk data are more likely to cause network performance problems than others. The flow duration distribution is plotted by Figure 12 , which shows that slow start limited flows have the shortest average lifetime and congestion limited flows have the longest average lifetime. We also notice that application limited flows are not necessarily short-lived and bandwidth limited flows are not necessarily long-lived. In other words, big size does not mean long lifetime and vice versa. Finally, we show the flow rate distribution in Figure 13 . Unsurprisingly, bandwidth limited flows have the largest average rate and application limited flows have the smallest average rate. CDN packet trace. As shown in Figure 8 , more than 71% of the flows are slow start limited, i.e., they are short-lived flows. This is not surprising since most images the CDN server delivered were small. However, when turning our eye to the fraction of bytes for each limiting factor, we find that bufferbloat and congestion account for 48% of the traffic. More surprisingly, only 7% of the flows are identified as bufferbloat or congestion limited. Therefore, we suggest to first find the source of the network problem. If the problems are self-inflicted, better congestion controls can alleviate this. Otherwise, ISPs that provide better network environments should be considered.
Website packet trace. Similar to CDN packet trace, slow start limited accounts for 61% of the flows. We also notice that application limited accounts for 34% and 60% of the bytes and duration, respectively. This is mainly because many HTTP sessions are long-lived and interactive. In addition, Figure 9 shows that 22% of the bytes are congestion control limited, which implies the congestion control could have used network bandwidth more efficiently. P2P packet trace. Interestingly, even though 79% of the flows are application limited, this limitation only accounts for 5% of the traffic. This means that most TCP connections are not used for file transfers. Unsurprisingly, bandwidth limited accounts for 47% of the traffic. In other words, P2P performance can be further improved if more bandwidth is available. It is worth noting that receive window limited accounts for 47% of the duration. This is probably not a performance problem since P2P users may deliberately limit download speed.
Conclusions
In this paper, we present EVA, a diagnostic tool that pinpoints network performance problems. It monitors packet streams near the server, estimates essential TCP metrics, and finds performance bottlenecks of each flow. Application developers and network operators can leverage the results to troubleshoot network problems. Experiments show that our solution is generic and accurate enough to work with various applications and congestion controls. Based on the results of applying EVA to several packet traces, we pinpoint the major performance limitations and give possible solutions.
We plan to improve the tool and expand the scope of application of the tool in the future work. In particular, we want to ensure the correctness of the analysis results when faced with middleboxes (traffic shaper, traffic policer, etc.) in the network path. 
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